
Math 103A Fall 2006 Final review sheet
The following is meant to give you an overview of the ourse, arrangedby topis. This is not the same order as these topis appear in the textbookneessarily. My suggestion is: read through this list, and star those topisthat you do not believe you have a omplete handle on, and study those�rst. Then review also your homework exerises, and �nally your oursenotes.The �nal exam will be like the two midterms, but about twie as long.Sine you have 3 hours to omplete it, my hope is that time pressure willnot be an issue. The �nal is umulative, but topis overed sine MidtermII are likely to be emphasized more than earlier topis.1 I. FundamentalsA. De�nition of gd(m;n); lm(m;n) for m;n � 0. Relationship betweenthem: gd(m;n) lm(m;n) = mn.B. De�nition of equivalene relations on a set S and equivalene lasses.Knowing that S is a disjoint union of equivalene lasses.2 II. Group BasisA.1. (De�nition of a group). A group G is a set with a binary operationwhih is (i) assoiative, (ii) has an identity element, and for whih (iii) everyelement has an inverse. A Cayley table is a nie way to display the de�nitionof the binary operation if the group is small.2. (Very basi properties of groups). The identity element is unique. Theinverse of an element is unique. Left and right anelation hold. The rulesfor exponents hold for powers of elements, so gmgn = gm+n for all m;n 2 Z1



when this equation is interpreted properly. A group G is Abelian if gh = hgfor all g; h 2 G.3. (De�nitions of order of groups and elements in groups.) jGj is the numberof elements in G. For g 2 G, the order of g, written jgj, is the smallestpositive integer n suh that gn = e, or 1 if no suh n exists.B.1. (De�nition of subgroup). a subset H of a group G is alled a subgroupif it is a group in its own right with the same binary operation, restritedto H. (Subgroup test) H is a subgroup if it is losed under produts andlosed under inverses| be able to apply this to examples.2. (Cosets) For a �xed subgroup H of G, for g 2 G, the left oset of Hontaining g is gH = fghjh 2 Hg, and the right oset of H ontainingg is Hg = fhgjh 2 Hg. You should know the basi properties of osets,espeially: G is the disjoint union of the distint left osets, and all of thoseleft osets have the same size. The index of H in G, jG : Hj, is de�ned tobe jGj=jHj. Alternatively, jG : Hj is the size of every left oset of H in G.3. (Lagrange's theorem and orollaries) If H is a subgroup of G, then jHjdivides jGj. Understand the proof of Lagrange's Theorem, assuming the basifats about osets. If x 2 G is any element, then jxj divides the order of jGj.Understand why. Fermat's little theorem: xp � x(mod p) for all x 2 Z if pis prime. Understand the idea of the proof.C. (Speial kinds of subgroups of any group).1. The enter of G, Z(G) = fg 2 Gjxg = gx for all x 2 Gg. Z(G) = G ifand only if G is Abelian.2. For x 2 G, the entralizer of x, C(x) = fg 2 Gjgx = xgg. Be able toalulate this in examples. Understand the proofs that C(x) and Z(G) aresubgroups of G.3. For x 2 G, the yli subgroup generated by x is hxi = fxnjn 2 Zg. Theorder of this subgroup is the same as the order jxj of x.D. 1. (Cyli groups). Any yli group of order n is isomorphi to Zn. Anyin�nite yli group is isomorphi to Z.2. (Subgroups of yli groups). If G is yli, then every subgroup of G isyli. If G = hxi is yli with jGj = n, then there is exatly one subgroupof G with order d, for eah number d dividing n, and that subgroup is hxn=di.2



3. (Orders of elements in yli groups). If G = hxi is yli of order n, thenthe order of xm an be alulated from the formula jxmj = n= gd(m;n).In partiular hxmi = hxi (i.e., xm is a generator of hxi) if and only ifgd(m;n) = 1. However, you shouldn't need to memorize these formulas(for example, many people were able to do Problem 2b on Exam II by handwithout a formula.)E. 1. (Normal Subgroups) Normal subgroups H of G are speial subgroupsthat have the property that the right and left osets of H in G are the samesets. (Normal subgroup test) If H is a subgroup of G, then H is normal ifand only if xhx�1 2 H for all h 2 H and x 2 G.2. For any group G, Z(G) is a normal subgroup of G. If G is an abeliangroup, then any subgroup of G is normal.3 III. Important examples of groupsFor all of these groups, you should know what they are well enough to beable to do alulations in them, suh as multiply elements, �nd inverses ofelements, alulate enters and entralizers, �nd orders of elements, deideif subsets are subgroups and if so, if they are normal, �nd osets of a givensubgroup.A. (Groups of numbers). Q ;Z, and R under addition. Q n f0g and R n f0gunder multipliation. For n � 2, Zn, the integers under addition modulon. U(n), the group of integers relatively prime to n, under multipliationmodulo n.B. (Matrix groups). the group GL(2;R) of 2 � 2 matries with nonzerodeterminant and the group SL(2;R) of matries with determinant 1.C.1. (Dihedral groups). For n � 3, Dn is the group of symmetries of aregular n-gon in the plane. Dn has n reetions and n rotations. Be able tomultiply in this group by drawing pitures (and remember the onventionthat the produt M1M2 means �rst do the motion M2 and then the motionM1.)2. (Properties of elements in Dihedral groups). Reetions have order 2,and the set of rotations in Dn form a yli subgroup isomorphi to Zn,so the orders of rotations are alulated using properties of yli groups.3



Know why the produt of a rotation and a reetion is a reetion, why theprodut of two rotations is a rotation, and why the produt of two reetionsis a rotation.D.1. (Permutation groups). For n � 2, Sn is the group of all permutationsof f1; 2; : : : ; ng, with the binary operation of funtion omposition. If � and� are permutations, then �� means �rst do �, then do �. jSnj = n!.2. (Properties of permutation groups.) Every permutation is a produt ofdisjoint yles|and you should be able to put a permutation in this formif is not already so written. When written in this form, the order of thepermutation is the lm of the lengths of the yles. Every permutation isa produt of (not neessarily disjoint) 2-yles. When written in this form,the permutation is alled even if there are an even number of 2-yles, andodd otherwise. The set An of even permutations is a normal subgroup ofSn, and jAnj = n!=2, i.e. jSn : Anj = 2.4 IV. Construting new groups from oldA.1. (Diret produts) Given groups G1; G2; : : : ; Gn, know the de�nition ofthe external diret produt G = G1 � G2 � � � � �Gn. The order jGj is theprodut jG1jjG2j : : : jGnj.2. (Properties of diret produts). The order of the element (a1; : : : ; an) 2G = G1�G2�� � ��Gn is given by the lm of the orders ja1j; : : : ; janj, wherejaij means the order of ai in the group Gi. One an use this to �nd thenumber of elements of a given order in a diret produt, if one an �nd thenumber of elements of a given order in eah fator. G is yli if and only ifeah Gi is yli and the orders of the Gi are pairwise relatively prime.3. (Deomposing speial groups into diret produts of yli groups.) Ifn = pi11 : : : pinn is the prime fatorization of n, then Zn �= Zpi11 � � � � � Zpinn .Similarly, U(n) �= U(pi11 ) � � � � � U(pinn ). U(pm) where p is a prime an bedeomposed into a diret produt of yli groups via formulas: U(2) = feg,U(4) �= Z2, U(2m) �= Z2m�2 � Z2 for m � 3, and U(pm) �= Zpm�pm�1 form � 1 when p is odd. Then the yli groups appearing may deomposefurther into diret produts of yli groups of prime power order. Be ableto use these deompositions to deide if two U -groups (Or two Z-groups)are isomorphi or not. 4



B.1. (Fator groups) If K is a normal subgroup of G, an form the fatorgroup G=K. Understand why if K is not normal this onstrution fails tomake sense. The order of G=K is jGj=jKj = jG : Kj. The elements of G=Kare left osets aK and the produt is de�ned by (aK)(bK) = abK. If G isyli, then G=K is yli; If G is abelian, then G=K is abelian; know whythese fats are true. The order of aK in G=K divides the order of a in G;understand why. Be able to alulate the order of aK in G=K (Problem 3bon Exam II was about this and many of you did not do it orretly{ reviewthat problem)5 V. Relationships among groupsA. (Homomorphisms) A homomorphism � : G! G is a funtion suh that�(g1g2) = �(g1)�(g2) for all g1; g2 2 G. The properties of G and G arerelated in this ase: see the many theorems in hapter 10; you should havea general understanding of what these theorems say, but you don't have tomemorize every individual property. Here are a few of the fats: �(G) is asubgroup of G. K = Ker� = fg 2 Gj�(g) = eg is a normal subgroup ofG. �(a) = �(b) if and only if aK = bK. if jKj = m, then � is an m-to-1funtion in the sense that G is divided into sets of elements of size m (whihare in fat the left osets of K in G), and all elements of eah set are sentto the same element of G by �.B. (Isomorphisms) If � is a homomorphism whih is also one-to-one andonto, then � is alled an isomorphism and we write G �= G. In this ase Gand G have all of the same properties and we think of them as virtually thesame. To prove two groups are isomorphi you need to onstrut a one-to-one and onto homomorphism from one to the other. One way to hek thattwo groups are not isomorphi is to show that they have di�erent numbersof elements of order d for some d. Another way is to show that one is yliand the other isn't, or that one is abelian and the other isn't.C. (First isomorphism theorem) The �rst isomorphism theorem says thatif � : G ! G is a homomorphism, and K = Ker�, then G=K �= �(G).In partiular, j�(G)j = jGj=jKj. Also, j�(G)j divides jGj by Lagrange'stheorem.D. (Homomorphisms between Z-groups) A homomorphism � : Zn ! Zm isuniquely determined by the value of �([1℄) = [x℄, by the formula �([a℄) = [ax℄for all [a℄, whih follows from the de�nition of a homomorphism (you should5



understand why). There exists a homomorphism � suh that �([1℄) = [x℄ ifand only if for all a; b 2 Z, a mod n = b mod n implies ax mod m = bxmod m (you should understand why). In fat this happens if and only ifn divides mx (but you needn't memorize this.) Using these fats one anunderstand all homomorphisms from Zn to Zm. Review your exerises alongthese lines.6 VI. Classi�ation of speial kinds of groupsA. (Groups of prime order) If G is a group of order p where p is a prime,then G is isomorphi to Zp. Understand why.B. (Groups of order p2) If G is a group of order p2 where p is an odd prime,then G is abelian. (You don't need to know the proof.) In this ase G isisomorphi to either Zp� Zp or Zp2 by part C below.C. (Fundamental Theorem of �nite abelian groups.) If G is a �nite abeliangroup of order n, then G is isomorphi to Zpi11 � � � � � Zpikk for some primepowers pi11 ; : : : ; pikk , where the list of prime powers (whih might ontainrepeats) is uniquely determined up to rearrangement, and n = pi11 pi22 : : : pikk .For given n, you should be able to write down the list of all possible abeliangroups of order n up to isomorphism. Given a partiular abelian groupof order n, one an deide whih group on the list it is isomorphi to byexamining orders of elements, as in several of your homework problems.
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